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Topics, themes, goals: The nature of the covenant; basics of our relationship with God; our responsibilities and
God’s faithfulness; where our loyalty, allegiance, and priorities lie. 

Suggestions. Recap the events in the preceding chapters that frame the context for Ex. 34 (see next section).
Also, seriously consider the activity at the end of this study handout (either in this study or a later one, such as
Deut. 6). Be sure to read the handouts on covenant, OT, and the Pentateuch.  

Background and notes. 

Before this chapter, the Ten Commandments and other basic parts of the covenant law had been given, and
some of the religious feasts throughout the year were delineated as reminders for people to celebrate God’s
deeds and the covenant relationship with him (Ex. 20-23). In Ex. 24, the covenant is ceremonially confirmed
with animal sacrifices, which was how covenants in the Ancient Near East were often formally ceremonially
confirmed and observed (again, see the handouts on covenants, the Old Testament, and the Pentateuch). In Ex.
25-31 God gave instructions on the temple and temple worship, which was to be the centerpiece of the covenant
centered religious life. 

Then there was the incident of the golden calf in Ex. 32, in which the people grew tired of waiting for
Moses on Mt. Sinai and indulged in pagan-like worship of the golden calf (in a manner similar to that of Egypt
and other pagan nations – not a good sign). In his anger, Moses broke the stone tablets that included the Ten
Commandments  (maybe  his  breaking  the  tablets  also  symbolized  that  the  people  had  already  broken  the
covenant). In Ex. 34, the covenant is reiterated and God’s patience is emphasized, which shows his grace to a
sinful people who have just turned away from him. In fact, the covenant is verbally and ceremonially reiterated
many times throughout the Pentateuch. That’s not so terribly surprising, as it is the Old Testament form of the
gospel, and is repeated just as aspects of the New Testament gospel are repeated often in the books of the
gospels  and  other  New  Testament  books.  In  this  particular  context,  the  reaffirmation  of  the  covenant  is
important  because  it  emphasizes  God’s  grace  and  patience,  and  it  shows  that  he  always  gives  us  second
chances. 

The passage begins with God telling Moses to come back up to Sinai to “republish” the tablets that Moses
broke1.  This is  one point  that  you can use to emphasize God’s patience and grace toward  his people,  and
likewise to us when we fail. Of course, when their idol worship was going in in Ex. 32, God was very angry and

1 Contrary to popular belief, these were probably not just the Ten Commandments, but rather, in accordance with ANE covenants, these
tablets were duplicates of the covenant God made with Israel. Two copies were issued, one for each party. Israel's copy was to be laid
in God's presence inside the ark of the covenant (Ex. 31:18, 25:21). Hence the tablets are referred to as the Testimony, and the ark in
the temple is called the ark of the covenant. 
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wanted to destroy the Israelites. But God relented, because ultimately his anger was taken out on Jesus at the
cross. We often forget about it, and don’t consider how our sin angers or hurts God. More often, we can imagine
how  the egregious sins of others offend God, but we don’t think about how our own sins offend him. And we
usually don’t think about how that anger was transferred to Jesus when he suffered and died. The point of this is
not to induce emotional guilt, but to appreciate God’s grace and forgiveness more deeply. And like the second
chance  extended  in  Ex.  34,  God always  extends  us  second chances,  which  is  worth  reflecting  on  in  the
discussion of this chapter.  

The reaffirmation of the covenant begins in v5 with an introduction of who God is. This is important in
covenant literature, as written covenants in the Ancient Near East (ANE) began with an identification of the
covenant giver. That’s the purpose and main point of Genesis 1 – it makes a powerful theological statement
about  who God his,  in  order  to  introduce  the whole OT covenant  (John’s  Gospel  starts  in a  similar  way,
introducing Jesus as the Word in rich theological and philosophical language). In his self-introduction here, God
first  proclaims  his  name,  which  is  significant.  In  Jewish  or  OT  culture,  a  name  is  not  just  an  arbitrary
designation or title as it is in many cultures2. Rather, it is a direct reflection of a person’s character, nature, and
role – the name is who the person  is. God is God, and not just a title. In doing so, God reminds them of his
justice, holiness, patience, grace, and forgiveness (v5-7), which of course are important points, given what has
just happened. 

Next, Moses confesses on behalf of the whole nation and asks for his forgiveness and continuing presence
with  the  people.  As  a  leader  and  as  an  ANE person,  his  actions  reflect  a  rather  non-Western  concept  of
collective guilt. Moses didn’t sin, but as a member of the society, he shares in the collective guilt, and as a
leader he speaks on behalf of the sinful nation that he represents. This goes counter to Western individualism,
especially the extreme individualism of contemporary American culture. In our individualism, we ignore the
biblical concept of shared collective guilt of whatever culture we belong to. This is especially so if we have
ignored such sins,  or haven’t spoken out or fought against  such sin previously. That is  why we sometimes
confess to God on behalf of our entire nation, society, or group (or on behalf of the whole Church), much like
what was commonly done in the OT. 

The covenant as the OT gospel applies on a personal level – it is offered on an individual basis to all who
accept and enter the covenant personally, and thus enter into a personal relationship with God. In the OT, we
also see God making specific covenants with individuals or groups. God made a special covenant with Abraham
and promised to bless his descendants – and thus, a covenant between God, Abraham, and all of Abraham’s
offspring. God make a special  covenant with Noah after the flood not to flood the world again. He make a
covenant with David, and thus with his offspring, to maintain David’s royal line forever (which was ultimately
fulfilled by the Messiah). As part of the covenant with Abraham, God renews the general covenant here with
Moses and the Israelites,  again reaffirming a special  relationship between God and the Israelites.  Here God
promises to clear the land of pagan tribes (an extension of the covenant with Abraham, which included the
promised land, Gen. 12). Having good land in a place like the ANE was important, due to the lack of suitable
arable land where a relatively large nation could easily sustain itself and live in safety from potential invaders.
This was important to Abraham, and was important to the Israelites at this time, as they had no land of their
own yet. 

In return, the Israelites were to avoid adopting any religious practices or deities of their pagan neighbors or
inhabitants of the lands they were taking over (v15-17). We can apply this in a quite serious way today, to avoid
the materialism and other idols of modern life – after all, an idol is anything that comes between us and God.
Here God gives explicit commands not to even take part or associate with such practices – like smoking, even
the  second-hand stuff  is  bad.  For  us,  this  means  exercising  caution  and  opting  for  personal  holiness  with
potential idols, be it personal pride, self-centered ambition, pleasure seeking, pursuing prestige, nationalism, or

2 Biblical characters often have names that are personally meaningful. For example, ‘Jesus’ and ‘Joshua’ = ‘savior’, ‘Adam’ = ‘earth; man’;
‘Moses’ sounds like ‘draw out’ (Ex. 2:10). In Western culture, names often have little or no direct personal meaning. 



whatever. God also commands them again here to observe the Feast of Unleavened Bread, i.e., the Passover, to
celebrate their deliverance from Egypt (Ex. 12). In fact, God commands them not to make treaties with those
pagan neighbors. Treaties back then were a type of covenant, so making a treaty with a pagan tribe would result
in a closer association that could easily lead to intermarriage and other cultural influences from those pagan
groups. 

He specifically forbids even treaties. Ancient ANE treaties were covenants, which involved exchanging
religious practices. If a superior king imposed a covenant treaty (the covenant giver) upon the king of a smaller
nation, then the superior king had the right to make the smaller nation worship the gods of the covenant-giver,
and the lesser king and his people had to give honor and respect to the one imposing the covenant. Also, the
superior king could impose a tribute, or a yearly payment of gold, silver, or other forms of wealth to be made by
the smaller nation to the larger one. Such provisions were typical of ANE treaties. Even if two equal countries
entered into a covenant treaty, I think this would still open the door to pagan religious influences and pagan
intermarriage in Israel, and in fact that is the sort of thing that we observe in Israel's later history. 

As for modern day application of this, this does not mean separating ourselves from the world socially and
culturally, but morally. For people in your group, you can generate questions about particular areas where they
are likely to face difficulties. This is not to be presented in terms of just things to do and not to do. Rather, in
the covenant context, it is a matter of personal loyalties and allegiances that guide our behavior. As the modern
day covenant people, as followers of the gospel of Christ, we are in a covenant with God that requires loyalty.
Loyalty to the covenant  giver  was in  fact  an important ingredient  in ANE covenants.  So  in this context  a
legalistic  rule-based approach to spirituality is not warranted. Rather,  we have to frame our discussion and
questions in terms of priorities and loyalties that are the driving forces behind our behavior and lifestyle. This in
fact probably ought to be a major theme in this Bible study. We often think of the gospel and salvation in terms
of forgiveness and deliverance from sin and judgment; often we also think of our salvation experience, and of
eternal life in our future. It's harder to think of it in the here and now, but it applies in a real way, in terms of the
kingdom values that we follow and live by every moment. This in turn has to do with where our loyalties lie.
Our loyalties (and priorities, etc.) can be misplaced, first of all, in an obviously worldly way, if we allow other
non-spiritual things to intrude into our lives, such that they become our priorities, our idols. It is these priorities
that in turn affect our behavior and lifestyle. So if we want to deal with particular sins in our lives, wrong
attitudes, lifestyles that are not pleasing to God, personal holiness (or lack thereof), spiritual indifference, and
other issues, it is not enough to just address those particular matters themselves, or to focus our efforts and
attention on those particular things. We need to go deeper to examine the priorities and heart motives that we
often don’t think about, which are driving our thinking and behavior. This requires effort directed not just at
surface problems, but deeper prayer and reflection, asking God to show us the wrong priorities that hinder us
from giving our full allegiance to him. 

There are of course many things that can get in the way. Our desire for respect, being liked, affirmation,
being loved; our desires and tendencies for personal perfectionism; pride; sinful desires; desire for attention;
and many others. Our motivations that drive our daily thinking and behavior may be seemingly good rather than
outright worldly and sinful – succeeding in school, relationships, or other things that themselves are good, but
become the enemy of the best when they become more important than loyalty and faithfulness to God. Even
religious activities themselves can become substitutes for true spirituality and devotion to God. We become so
wrapped up in religious activities, rules, and rituals that we make them our priorities, rather than God himself.
I'm sure that's what the Israelites did, too – focusing on the rules and regulations of the law and covenant, that
they lost site of the purpose of those things in the covenant relationship. 

In v21-26, various festivals and other required observances were spelled out (see Ex. 23:14-19, Lev. 23,
Deut. 16 for more on these feasts). The purpose and functions of these in the covenant were as reminders for the
people, not just as religious rituals. In an agrarian society, the sabbath and yearly festivals (the Passover and
harvest festivals here) were important (and culturally relevant) reminders and celebrations of what God had
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done, and such required reminders were typical components of ANE covenants. Likewise, a major reason for us
to  go  to  church,  worship,  participating  in  various  church  rituals  (e.g.,  baptism,  communion,  liturgy)  and
personal disciplines (fasting, prayer, etc.) is to remind ourselves of who God is and what he has done, in history
and in our lives. Our “rituals” are different than in the OT, and are largely so because we are to worship God
and reflect on him in ways that are meaningful to us, so when we read of some of these different methods of
worship in the OT, we can follow the general model and intentions behind them, not the methods themselves.
However,  we still  do  so  in  a  way that  is  appropriate.  For  example,  in  v25  they  are  instructed  in  proper
observance of the Passover, in ways that properly symbolize their flight from Egypt (they were too hurried to
use yeast, and yeast also as an object lesson symbolizes sin in the OT)3. 

 Finally,  there's  an  important  object  lesson  in  a  couple  of  the commands  here.  They are  commanded
throughout the OT to dedicate all firstborn children and animals, and to offer their best firstfruits as tithes to
God.  Firstborn  status  was  very  important  in  ANE  culture;  for  example,  firstborn  sons  received  a  greater
inheritance and assumed a position of greater responsibility and respect in the family than other siblings. God
speaks to them thru their own cultural practices and turns them into spiritual lessons – God spoke to them in
ways they could understand, in the language of an ancient agrarian society where firstborn and firstfruits were
very meaningful concepts. These are important lessons about giving our best to God, which applies today in
terms of our lifestyle as well as worship. Firstfruits were tithes, and thus apply especially well to worship, in
that we are to give God our best in worship, not just in church but in our everyday walk with him. Dedicating
the firstborn presents a similar teaching, and emphasizes how we are to give the most important things in our
lives over to God. For example, our most important accomplishments and undertakings ought to be dedicated to
God,  both  beforehand and afterwards,  such  that  God is  worship  and  glorified  in  those.  This  can  apply  to
anything from school and work to relationships – whatever is important to you should be surrendered to God. 

In v28, the Ten Commandments are treated as part of the covenant, and not just as a set of rules to follow
legalistically – which is the typical misconception that people have about the Commandments. The last section
is an impressive lesson about personal holiness and God's holiness, which is worth discussing at least briefly if
time permits. One lesson here is that Moses' radiance was not his own – he did not become a glowing person
from internal chemical reactions like a firefly – but it came directly from God, from being in his presence. How
well do we glow? How often do we try to produce our own light? How can we come to bask in God's radiance?
Now there's something deep and meaningful to discuss in your Bible study. 

The following questions on the passage and their applications for our lives today are all to be framed in
terms  of  covenant  theology –  the  nature  of  our  relationships  with  God,  his  promises,  our  obligations,  his
blessings, etc. 

Questions. 

Background.

First, review the background to this story. Why did Moses have to go up to Sinai again for new tablets?
Why is God so particular about Moses coming alone (v2-3)? 

How did God come down? What does that description teach us about what God is like? Does it seem at
odds with our modern view of a gracious and very approachable God? Does this mean God is holy, but aloof or
unapproachable? What does v6-7 say about God's character? When we read that, then can we still maintain that
the “Old Testament God” is not as nice as the “New Testament God”? 

3 They are also told not to adopt pagan practices in v26, as cooking a goat in its mother's milk was a pagan religious practice that was
plainly associated with worshp of certain pagan deities. Similarly, other OT verses prohibit eating animal blood, because back then that
was associated with  pagan religiout  practices  (today that is  not  a  concern).  So while worship styles  can vary  across  cultures and
denominations, we cannot mix Christianity with practices that are clearly unbiblical.  



What does it mean that he proclaimed his name? (v5) What significance does 'name' have? How is that
related to the following verses, v6-7?

In v8, why does Moses ask for God's favor and forgiveness on the Israelites? Wouldn't Moses be tired of
them by now? What does this say about him as a spiritual leader? How are spiritual leaders to pray on behalf of
their flock? How are they to be patient with their flock? How does that apply to you? Who is your “flock”? As a
leader, do you sometimes feel like giving up? How can you be patient and caring like Moses? 

How does God respond in v10? How does God reward Moses' faithfulness? How does this work today –
does God reward us for our faithfulness in serving and leadership? How? 

From v10, God speaks to Moses – the verbs and the pronoun 'you' are singular. Why does God direct this
agreement at Moses? Why does God make an agreement with one man regarding the whole nation? What does
that say about the importance of good spiritual leaders? About how a good or bad spiritual leader can affect a
whole group or congregation before God? Does this seem fair, or “undemocratic”? 

What does God promise to do for the nation? Why would God want to enter into such an agreement? How
does he benefit from it? How is the gospel similar – how does God benefit? Who benefits more, him or us?
How would you describe this unusual relationship? 

The covenant, reiterated. 

What things does God require of the Israelites? Why does he repeat commands against idolatry here (this
was already covered in the Ten Commandments, for example)? 

Why does God forbid treaties with other people? That doesn't sound too neighborly. Why were they to
even destroy their religious artifacts? What were the dangers of living in proximity to pagan cultures? What
were possible opportunities for bad spiritual influences? What were they supposed to do about them? 

What  were  the potential  dangers  of  intermarriage?  Is  the  focus  here  on  ethnic  intermarriage?  Or  on
spiritual factors? What is the reason here – what kind of intermarriage was not allowed? For believers, what are
the benefits of ethnic, racial, or cultural intermarriage? (Assuming both are believers, of course.) 

What about spiritual intermarriage – marriage between a believer and a non-believer? Or even a mature
believer with one who has serious spiritual or behavioral problems?  How does that apply to dating? Can you
date a non-believer? What would that do to your spiritual life? What do dating and marital relationships have to
do with your relationship with God? In covenant terms, how can dating and marital relationships affect your
ability to follow God's covenant – i.e., your covenant with God, your covenant relationship? As a believer, do
you have the freedom to  go  out with or marry  whomever  you like?  If  you think  about marriage,  do you
consider how the relationship would affect your ability to serve God? 

What are some other areas where we have to be careful about relations with non-believers? Where can
trying to agree with them or fit in cause us trouble? How can those issues affect your relationship with God? 

To review what we covered in the last Bible study, how do commands against idolatry (v17) apply to us
today? 

Why are these religious feasts important? What religious holidays and observes do you follow? For what
reasons do you observe them? How can you make sure the holidays we follow like Easter and Christmas are
really Christ-centered? Why is it important to remind ourselves of what God has done in our lives? In history
(e.g., in the Bible)? What are ways we do this? What aspects of church worship serve this purpose? What about
your everyday lives? How often do you reflect on what God has done in your life? How can that help you? For
example, when you go thru bad times, how can it help if you are in the habit of reflecting on what God has
done? How can that improve your relationship with God? Also, how often to you thank God sincerely for Jesus'
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death for you? Once a day? Once a month? Every Easter? How would change your attitude and spiritual life?  

What do v18-26 teach about worship? Is half-hearted worship okay here? Why not? How does our worship
sometimes become half-hearted? Insincere? Ritualistic? Why is tithing important? 

The  firstborn  children  and  animals  were  to  be  dedicated  to  God.  What  does  'dedicated  to  God'  or
'consecrated' mean? Though this is aimed at their culture, what is the spiritual lesson here? If firstborn animals
and children in their culture had special status, what about us? What things are special or important in your life?
What does it mean to consecrate it to God? For example, what things in your school life are important to you?
What does it mean to give those to God? Do you give it to God before or after you do it? What does it mean to
consecrate your life to God? 

Holiness.

Why did Moses glow? Was he a human firefly? Was it from something inside him? How was it that God's
presence affected him like that? How can God's holiness affect how you appear to others? Or would you be
afraid of seeing God's holiness? Why? 

Can you tell when the quality of your spiritual life affects your appearance? If you're close to God, how do
you become “radiant”? How does that affect you? Is it something that others can notice? How? 

If you're not so close to God, how does that affect your appearance? In what way do you become “dim” or
“dark”? Is it then possible to pretend and act radiant? To pretend to be holy and cheerful? If you're a good actor,
can you make yourself appear radiant to others? Is God impressed, though? 

Review & discussion.

For each of the areas discussed above, or others that came up in this study, review and summarize how
they affect our covenant relationship with God. How do they affect us in terms of holiness, God's blessings,
obedience, etc.? 

What do these have to do with our priorities? What is the relationship between priorities and idolatry or
faithfulness to God? Discuss what each of these issues in the passage have to do with our personal loyalties,
allegiance, and priorities? For example, how can misplaced loyalties or priorities lead us to commit sin? To be
distracted  from our walk with God? What kinds of  misplaced  loyalties and  priorities  are  addressed in this
passage? Why is this an important concern for those of us in a covenant relationships with God? How do they
affect  your  spiritual  relationship  with  Christ?  What  are  some specific  misplaced  priorities  or loyalties  that
distract you? That lead you into specific sins? Give some examples. Can putting too much importance on even
good things become misplaced priorities – like personal relationships, family, friends, and religious activities?
How can good things like these “become the enemy of the best” -- how can they distract you from God himself?
After all, shouldn't we focus on these things? How can church or fellowship activities, for example, become a
spiritual hindrance? Why? 

Activity.

Here’s an activity that might be useful at the end of this or any other Bible study in this series, if time
permits. Even if you can't do the full activity, this is at least a good issue to raise and discuss. Sometimes in
Bible studies or workshops on evangelism, the four spiritual laws are discussed, and then participants are split
up into small groups or pairs to role-play in order to practice witnessing. One pretends to be a non-believer and
the other pretends to witness, and they go thru a mock witnessing encounter to practice evangelism skills. 



Well, I think it would be interesting to do the same, but in Old Testament covenant terms, like so: Have
people pretend they are living in the Old Testament period, and thus have no knowledge of the New Testament.
Thus, in this role-play they cannot directly refer to distinctly New Testament concepts or salvational theology.
In pairs or groups of 2-4 people, at least one person pretends to be a believer in Old Testament times, and the
others pretend to be non-believers – either Israelite or non-Jewish, i.e., pagan. The non-believing Israelite could
easily play a skeptic, an agnostic, or a self-assured religious person who thinks that doing religious rituals is
enough. And the pagan could present a very interesting alternative viewpoint. The believer tries to witness to
the non-believer(s) by explaining the covenant to them. One way to approach this is to come up with an Old
Testament equivalent of the four spiritual laws, for example:

* who God is, what he is like (in contrast to skeptical or pagan views) 
* he wants to establish a relationship with everyone
* what a relationship with God means; what he expects of us 
* our sinfulness (as illustrated by the animal sacrifices) versus his faithfulness and mercy
* entering the covenant – committing to a personal relationship with God (Deut. 6, Gen. 15:6)

Of course, it needn’t be exactly four points, and some of these may become clearer after we do Deut. 6 and a
couple of studies of Abraham. In fact,  just  coming up with some Old Testament  “spiritual  laws” can be a
worthwhile exercise before role-playing4. 

I think that trying personally to express these in some form like a set of spiritual laws and then role-playing
like this can help people think thru more deeply about the covenant, the OT, and how the gospel is taught in the
OT.  If  people  can  understand  these  points,  that  could  be  an  eye-opener  that  can  greatly  enhance  their
understanding and appreciation of the Old Testament. Also, this could enhance people’s witnessing skills in the
present,  as  this  could help them explain the gospel in a fresh way,  without some of the standard  religious
vocabulary that we’re used to, but which is opaque to non-believers. 

Prayer. 

Pray about your allegiances, priorities and loyalties in your life. Reflect on what they are, how they affect
your thought life and behavior; reflect on what misplaced priorities drive you to commit specific sins. Pray for
repentance and fuller obedience to your covenant relationship with God. 

4 For the sake of time, these could even be two separate activities at the end of two consecutive Bible studies; however, depending on
the maturity of people in your group, you may want to simply explain to them some “spiritual laws” instead of having them formulate
them on their own.
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